Woops I am looking back on the pdf and i failed to mention other glaring stuff about the Archangel
Racket. Sometimes i think its obvious my bad yo and i think i was sleepy.

How does it begin and how does one get hooked on AA Michael?
For the females that have already been brought over to the 'dark side' and do channelings often, we
forget to determine how they first begin their journey that got them to that point.
First, From the information gathered from the visions women had of AA Mike, they were mostly written
as if there was a level of teenager hearthrob that the entity AA Mike had hit upon the female brain.
There are instances of females discussing 'channeling michael' with their friends and finding it 'cool' or
'life altering' But these women do not tend to have major improvements in their everyday life except
that there is now a higher focus on accesssing the visions and advice of this entity AAMike.
Second, I failed to mention that , the main things the women are impressed by are as follows:
Commander title, armor or uniform, ability to provide security in a sense, and a weapon. Does this
remind you of anything? It is a direct copy of our social structure in which females want that male,
masculine protector and provider. They want it in the physical and in the spiritual. That can even go up
to as high as the current perception of 'god' also fulfilling this role in religions.
Third, I noticed a coorellation between being a 'people pleaser' and joining a cult and getting on the
AAMike train. There is a pre-disposition for 'acceptance' and 'praise' and 'feeling taken care of' by the
women. But this can be twisted into , 'feeling taken care of' --As in let someone else do the thinking for
you.
Factoid, AA Mike is continually propagandized as having 'legions'. Who else we know has legions?
Legions of hell? Something to think about. Why do women need a LEGION? why is this a specific selling
point. For sure its a selling point for countries, but for women? Why is that even a thing? Does that
trickle down into having , legions of sex partners? Having tons of other entities at their beck and call
because AAMike will tell them to do your bidding. They will find your car keys and also fight your war
against bad cell phone signals.
Fourth discrepancy, people that are supposedly under AAMikes protection at times may get spiritually
attacked, from then on they will call out for AAMike to come save them. Question, if they are already
under his protection and he is of a higher nature that he can be everywhere, why does one need to give
him a big SIGNAL to the help? These women and mikes legions don't actively save anyone. They have to
scream and cry out for attention and do rituals. It would indicate that the entity or entity that poses as
AAMike is not able to be everywhere at once at his level. It is very NOTICABLE then , that this entity has
limitations, MORE limitations than what we would consider a light being.
To put this in REAL, earth perspective, lets say you and I alex talk about someone and then they appear
and chat you up or something. That simple attribute seems to surpass this one thing. Humans
surpassing Entity AAMikes ability to know when he is needed, to the point you have to scream out for
him/her.

